
 MARKET OVERVIEW GLOBAL TRACKER 

With The BOJ & BOE having their policy 

unchanged, as had been widely anticipated, 

keeping the near term rates at -0.1% and 0.25% 

respectively; the global equities demonstrated 

an upside move with expectations to trade 

higher. The Dollar Index meanwhile continues 

to be under pressure hovering near 100 as 

against the Euro Index which trading high at 

87.94 for the third consecutive session today. 

The focus now shifts to the 2 days- G20 Summit 

that includes participation from the G7 Nations 

as well. The “Meeting Objectives” where 

initiatives and policies by the body would be 

looked upon by markets. 

 

The dollar largely stayed down in N.Y. 

yesterday, as the DXY fell to one-month lows of 

100.36, as fallout from the less hawkish than 

expected FOMC announcement weighed. 

Incoming U.S. data was better than expected, 

as housing starts and the Philly Fed index beat 

forecasts, while jobless claims were in-line with 

expectations. EUR-USD ranged between 

1.0713 and 1.0743, while USD-JPY meandered 

inside a 113.47 to 112.097 band. 

 

INR on Spot against USD is expected to open 

near 65.40 ahead of the continued appreciation 

in last 3 trading sessions. USDINR for the day is 

expected to follow in the dollar’s footsteps 

against the majors. 
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*IRF: prices yesterday close compared with 

previous close 

MARKETS 

    

 YESTERDAY 

Close 

TODAY 

CLOSE 

% 

change 

US 

markets 

Nasdaq 5838 5875 +0.02% 

Dow Jones  20858 20858 +0.02% 

ASIA 

Nikkei  19,575 19,619 -0.07% 

Hang Seng  23830 23834 +0.02% 

SGX NIFTY 8974 9205 +0.21% 

    

YESTERDAY 

AT 5.PM 

TODAY 

MORNING 

% 

change 

  
Dollar index  100.42 101.25 -0.63% 

Global 

Currency 

EUR/USD 1.0727 1.0655 +0.45% 

GBP/USD 1.2265 1.2203 +0.51% 

USD /JPY  113.43 114.84 -0.49% 

NDF  

USDINR 

65.45 66.18 -0.63%  SPOT  

IRF 759GS2026  103.32 102.75 -0.34% 

Fund Flow  Debt/ 

Equity 

Investment 

Route 

Gross 

Purchases(Rs. 

Crore) 

Gross Sales 

(Rs. Crore) 

Net Investment 

(Rs. Crore) 

Net Investment 

US($) million 

Date 

16-Mar-17 

Equity Sub-total 6066.88 4648.77 1418.11 216.46 

Debt 
Sub-total 580.32 386.16 194.16 29.64 

Total 6647.2 5034.93 1612.27 246.1 



USDINR OUTLOOK 

USDINR TECHNICAL OUTLOOK   

Above is the Daily Chart of USDINR, Opening at 65.50 the pair made low of 65.30 and saw the pair halting 

there after falling for consecutive days, the pair had taken support and bounced till the levels of 65.60 

yesterday’s highs, and today likely to open on a negative note with 0.10 paisa down, likely to see some side 

wise activity trading happening in the pair with today range of 65.30-65.65 but as the pair had violated the 

supports of 66 any rise in the pair can be utilize to sell the pair 

 STRATEGY(FUT) FEB ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

SELL 65.56-65.62 65.35 65.72 

Fundamental  Overview 

US dollar index is trading at 100.07, trading near to one month low. Less than expected hawkish comments 

FOMC announcement weighed on US dollar and to weaken against basket of currencies. Incoming U.S. data 

was better than expected, as housing starts and the Philly Fed index beat forecasts, while jobless claims 

were in-line with expectations. Expectations for a June hike also increased slightly to 53.5%. Clearly investors 

don’t want to give up on the long dollar trade but it will be some time before there’s enough data to convince 

the Fed to move in June instead of September. US Industrial Production number would on focus but might 

not have major impact.  

Economic Data & News 

TIME COUNTRY DATA ACTUAL SURV PREVIOUS 

18:45   USD Industrial Production (MoM) (Feb)   0.20% -0.30% 

19:30   USD Michigan Consumer Expectations (Mar)     85.5 85.7 

19:30   USD Michigan Consumer Sentiment (Mar)     97 95.7 

23:30   USD U.S. Baker Hughes Oil Rig Count     617 

Intraday Bias 

 
Intraday Strategy Intraday Range 

 sidewise 66.10-66.45 

Pivot 

Levels 

S4 S3 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2 R3 R4 

65.80 65.90  66.00  66.05  66.30 66.40  66.45 66.50 66.55 



                              EUR/USD                                                                                 EURINR 

EUR/USD TECHNICAL OUTLOOK   

EUR/USD. Pair after Opening at 1.2286 made a low of 1.2238 and during the asia and Europe markets the 

pair was trading in a small range but after the interest rate decision te pair had strong momentum and 

violated the resistance of 1.23 levels now 1.23 will act as a pivot support, where intraday traders can buy the 

pair . 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

BUY 1.0755-

1.0745 

1.0805 1.0730 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOPLOSS 

BUY 70.42-

70.32 

70.68 70.25 

RES PIVOT SUP 

1.0600/1.0570 1.0550 1.0530/1.0500 

RES PIVOT SUP 

70.90/71.05 70.60 70.45/70.50 

Fundamental  Overview 

EURO is trading at 1.07071, trading above its one month’s high of 1.0746. Less than expected hawkish 

stance from FOMC announcement and the Dutch election results helped euro to strengthen against US 

dollar. ECB's Nowotny in a meeting said the Bank could raise the deposited rate before main refinancing rate, 

these comments added some more upward pressure to Euro. Euro zones Trade Balance figures are due to 

be released today.   

Economic Data & News 

TIME COUNTRY DATA ACTUAL SURV PREVIOUS 

15:30   EUR Trade Balance (Jan)     28.1B 



                              GBP/USD                                                                                 GBPINR 

GBP/USD TECHNICAL OUTLOOK   

GBP/USD Pair  after Opening at 1.2167 and made a low of 1.2151 and was trading with a negative bias 

throughout the day and made a low of 1.2134 and had a strong bounce and tested the high of 1.2248 and 

now trading above 1.22 levels if sustain above 1.2150 then the pair expects to test 1.2250 ,but the pair would 

be volatile in the range of 1.2150-1.2250 in today session 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

BUY 1.2320-

1.2300 

1.2370 

 

1.2285 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

BUY 80.66-

80.55 

81.10 80.44 

RES PIVOT SUP 

1.2180/1.2220 1.2180 1.2100/1.12135 

RES PIVOT SUP 

81.90/81.55 81.00 80.50//80.85 

Fundamental  Overview 

Sterling is trading at 1.2352, appreciating against US dollar after BoE policy meeting. Bank of England 

meeting minutes showed a number of policymakers believe that a “rate hike could be needed sooner” with 

MPC policymaker Kristen Forbes voting for an immediate 25bp hike. This opinion from BoE minutes have 

boosted Sterling and strengthen against US dollar. Economic calendar remains light for the day.  

Economic Data & News 

TIME COUNTRY DATA ACTUAL SURV PREVIOUS 



                              USD/JPY                                                                                JPYINR 

USD/JPY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK   

USD/JPY.  After  Opening at 113.46 the pair made a high of 113.56 and  was trading side wise during our 

session the pair had a narrow session after falling from the 115.50 levels  now trading with some side wise 

bias and during the next week likely to continue its range of 112 on the down side and 115 on the upside to 

traders can trade this brooders range 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

SELL 113.50-

113.60 

112.60 113.70 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

BUY 57.72-57.65 58.15 57.53 

RES PIVOT SUP 

115.90/115.50 114.60 114.50/113.50 

RES PIVOT SUP 

58.25/58.00 57.75 57.50/57.40 

Fundamental  Overview 

USDJPY traded amid a broad on-the-fact selloff in the Dollar after the FED did the expected. The pair shed 

nearly 1.5% in making a post-announcement low at 113.15. The BOJ policy announcement where chief 

Kuroda pledged ongoing "powerful monetary easing" going forward has created a room for dip buying in 

USDJPY. A super-easy Japan policy coupled with a tightening Fed should keep the dollar supported for the 

time being. 

Economic Data & News 

TIME COUNTRY DATA ACTUAL SURV PREVIOUS 
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Disclaimer 

The information and views presented in this report are prepared by Karvy Stock 

Broking Limited. The information contained herein is based on our analysis and up on 

sources that we consider reliable. We, however, do not vouch for the accuracy or the 

completeness thereof. This material is for personal information and we are not 

responsible for any loss incurred based upon it. The investments discussed or 

recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make 

their own investment decisions based on their specific investment objectives and 

financial position and using such independent advice, as they believe necessary. While 

acting upon any information or analysis mentioned in this report, investors may please 

note that neither Karvy nor any person connected with any associated companies of 

Karvy accepts any liability arising from the use of this information and views mentioned 

in this document. The author, directors and other employees of Karvy and its affiliates 

may hold long or short positions in the above-mentioned companies from time to time. 

Every employee of Karvy and its associated companies are required to disclose their 

individual stock holdings and details of trades, if any, that they undertake. The team 

rendering corporate analysis and investment recommendations are restricted in 

purchasing/selling of shares or other securities till such a time this recommendation 

has either been displayed or has been forwarded to clients of Karvy. All employees are 

further restricted to place orders only through Karvy Stock Broking Ltd. 
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